Best Practice from Practic
al Experience

To Invest Means to Save
Small Issues – Great Effects
Dear paper makers,
Not long ago my TASK colleagues and I sat around a table over lunch and asked
ourselves the following question: Why should customers really engage with our
department, what purpose do we serve for paper makers? In a lively discussion we
quickly found a joint answer: TASK helps to make savings! And in order to prove
this, my colleagues asked me to dig out some case studies; it didn’t take very long.
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‘Paper Spikes‘ and Fabric Wear
The problem was spikes in the CD paper pro-
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side edge. The phenomenon was observed
every time a new fabric was installed once
the paper machine (a twin-wire former)
had been running at the speed required for
the specific grade production for between
9-12 days. Altogether six forming fabrics
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(among them two Primobond fabrics from
us). This problem deteriorated further to the
point that by the time we intervened fabrics
had to be changed after just three weeks
on the machine. This could not be in either
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the customer’s or our own interest. The customer declared their justifiable aim: “We need
the fabrics to run for at least eight weeks!”
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Establishing the Facts – Step One:
“Let’s look at the wire”, my colleagues
and I said. We detected no discernible wear
either on the paper or the machine side of
the fabric surface. Similarly measurements
of the fabric thickness (during the operation
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slight striation. Last but not least we
measured the fabric tension: At the point
of measuring this was > 7.5 kN – uniform
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Even More Facts – Step Two: Laboratory
As is so often the case, we consulted our
colleagues at the lab in order to find the
reason for the problem. This step always
complements our TASK work very well, as
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ments confirmed the damaged area (Fig. 2).
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Inside the Machine:

extreme internal abrasion on warp and weft
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My TASK colleagues and I visited the customer

cleaning shower was damaged!

Fig. 1: Very clear: damaged warp.
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Clarity for the Customer

increased to 8 to 10 weeks in an instant –

several hundred thousand Euros! As

The aforementioned nozzle generated an

customer expectations exceeded! Furthermore

figure 3 shows graphically, clothing costs

extremely turbulent water jet, which in turn
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mentioning when compared to the result:
Our customer had to pay less than 3,000

meant an additional loss of efficiency. The

Euros for materials and repair!
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Cost-Benefit-Ratio: Very Convincing

HD shower on advice of our TASK

Our customer was happy knowing what

department as there were many other

it was that had caused their problems. As

Thus TASK does not only help save –

nozzles that were not in optimal condition.

a small ‘thank you‘ they gave their support

TASK increases efficiency.

When the shower was restored to optimal
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shows just how much our intervention has

again, forming fabric lifetimes were

yielded: We are talking about a saving of
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Euros
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Till next time!
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